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The Armistice of ig^o
t
he sequence of events between May and July 1940, which
is loosely called cthe fall of France', was in reality three
distinct events. Each of the three might have happened without
nec&sarily leading to the others. They were the invasion and
military defeat of May; the making of an armistice with
Germany and Italy in June; and the constitutional revolution,
of July. The transition from one set of events to the next did not
happen inevitably: it had to be engineered, and rested on the
decisions of certain leading men. Had the French Government,
as the Prime ^Minister M. Paul Reynaud at first desired,
decided to move to London or to North Africa, defeat need not
have led to a separate armistice. Had Marshal Petain and
Pierre Laval not secured a grant of emergency powers from the
National Assembly, even the armistice need not have led to the
overthrow of the Third Republic.
But to emphasize the extent to which the course of events
depended on a series of human decisions, and not on any
inevitable fate, is not to imply that the whole Tall of France3
was the result of a far-reaching conspiracy, wherein the men
who eventually set up the Vichy Government had from the
first worked for the military defeat of France and the early
conclusion of an armistice with Germany. This theory, that
the fall of France was the successful outcome of a plot, was
widely believed by many Frenchmen during the war and was
officially adopted by the Free French Movement led by
General de Gaulle. It is true that the same men who pressed
for the making of an armistice in June were also mainly res-
ponsible for setting up the Vichy Government in July. But there
is no evidence that they excercised the degree of foresight and
control over events which would imply an elaborate conspiracy.
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